
MINI CAR CAMERA FULL HD DVR...

PRODUCT CARD
[BLACK BIRD 2.0 GPS]
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CERTAIN JOURNEY
Car camera blitz Black Bird 2.0 GPS allows you for certain journey. X

Essential both during long holiday trips and daily work routes.
This solid car recorder is a source of firm evidence

in case of tra�c incidents or crashes, which has an improving
impact on quick determination of accident causer.   

Lack of witnesses is no longer a problem. 
What is more, blitz Black Bird 2.0 GPS has a wide functionality.X
This car camera is also a tape recorder, camera and photo camera.

www.Xblitz.pl  
www.KGKtrade.pl
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HIGH QUALITY
Xblitz Black Bird 2.0 GPS is a novelty on a market
high quality of recordings and photos, small size,
and perfect detail work make the camera out of 
the competition within its price range! 
High quality materials - glazed lens and nice in touch
rubber cover. Sustainable and refined.
Advanced functions: parking mode, 140° lens,
video resolution 1920x1080P.

www.Xblitz.pl  
www.KGKtrade.pl
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[140° LENS] 



SOUND
Xblitz Black Bird 2.0 GPS is a car recorder which possess
a built-in microphone and speaker. Thanks to that there is 
active sound signaling keys function, and it is also possible 
to play recorded videos with sound. The microphone mounted 
in the recorder is very sensitive, it may records the sound inside 
the car. The sound function can be turned o�.

www.Xblitz.pl  
www.KGKtrade.pl
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[BUILT-IN SPEAKER]



HIGH PICTURE QUALITY
Xblitz Black Bird 2.0 GPS o�ers high quality resolution of video and photos.

This camera records in Full HD standard. Photos can be taken
in resolution even up to 12Mpx, thanks to which we may use them

in various situations (printing, analyze of the event, table plates read out).
Maximum photo resolution is 4032 x 3024. What is more, 

the car camera possess a WDR function, which makes it possible
to correctly register the scene even despite high contrast. 

All that makes blitz Black Bird 2.0 GPS a certain product which guarantee  X
a clear and explicit picture in any conditions.

www.Xblitz.pl  
www.KGKtrade.pl
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GPS 
blitz Black Bird 2.0 GPS has an external, easy in assmeblyX

GPS receiver, which enables quick localization of the vehicle
on the map and also register its speed during the route.

www.Xblitz.pl  
www.KGKtrade.pl
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G-SENSOR 
Gravity sensor is made for detecting a collision 
or sudden braking. In such case, the camera will
automatically protect the currently recorded file
from being overwritten.

www.Xblitz.pl  
www.KGKtrade.pl
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STAND-BY MODE
Parking mode

When the car's enigne is o�, 
the camera will move to the stand-by mode. 
In the moment of a hit by any other vehicle,

blitz Black Bird 2.0 GPS will automatically start to record.X

Motion Detection
In stand-by mode camera constantly analyzes
the changes in the picture. In the moment of

detecting a motion, it will start to record.

Automatic start
Car camera starts itself automatically
and records in the moment of turning 

on the ignition. When the enigne is o�, 
the camera shuts down. Camera needs 

to be constantly plugged into the 
car cigarette lighter socket.

www.Xblitz.pl  
www.KGKtrade.pl
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TECHNICAL DATA
Model: blitz Black Bird 2.0 GPS X

Processor:                                                          

Sensor:                                                  

Screen:                                                  

View-angle:                                                       

G-SENSOR:                                                    

WDR:

Parking mode:

Video resolution: 

Video format:

Photo format:

Photo resolution:

Memory card:

HDMI:

Loop recording:

Audio:

Battery:

Motion detection:

NTK96650

Sony IMX323

2.0 inches

140°

Yes

Yes

Yes

1920*1080P, 1280*720P, 848*480P, 640*480P

MOV, H.264

JPG

12M

128 GB, FAT32

Yes (mini HDMI)

Yes

Built-in microphone / speaker

200ma, lithium-ion battery

Yes        

The set contains:

- Xblitz Black Bird 2.0 GPS
- Car charger

- Suction grip
- USB cable

- User's manual
- GPS receiver

- Memory card reader

www.Xblitz.pl  
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